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 Popular in the 1980s, getting into the zeitgeist and becoming the hairstyle to have, the mullet is currently in
decline.The mullet-cut is a method in which the hair is short at the front coupled with an extended mane at the trunk.
The authors examine every area of the phenomenon, from mullets in pop to advertising.
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The book is amazing and a great conversation piece The book is amazing and a great conversation piece! Perfect Gift We
gave it to my niece as a Christmas present and she loved it! That's how good it is... It's therefore rad! Thanks so much!.
If you want a great laugh, purchase this book. The ancient mullet hairstyle encyclopedia....type of In case you have or
want a mullet that is a must have, even tho its a satire help to make fun publication about mullets, lots of mullet info,
history and pics great. The reserve is as cool as Gary Busey can be strange; It's fun and an excellent laugh.your hair.
Can't fail with this at the party. I was dumped for a girl with a full-on Mullet so when my Mullet ex stated "she's the
coolest hair". Tells the history of the most amazing hairstyle ever developed.! Plus mulletman comics! Five Stars A
literary masterpiece. My initial love wore the Mullet! Oh, what can I say about the Mullet? My 1st boyfriend back in
1988 wore the Mullet with pride. After scanning this hilarious reserve, I kept laughing until tears rolled straight down
my cheeks. I didn't know the name of it in those times. His last name was Brodeur therefore through the years we've
always known as the Mullet the "Brodeur". Now I've the accurate name of the hairdo and its perfect.We thought this
publication was an excellent look at a significant phenonmenon that is now spawning websites by the dozen. treasure
This will provide hours of entertainment for me personally and my friends. I assume there is something about Mullet-
heads that stick together and boy do they want to rock!. If you ask me, its comic gold. Hilarious, well-written and just
fun. This book can make you laugh and its own a great gift for friends. Variety is truly the spice of existence!Someone in
a review asked what will Twinkies want to do with Mullets.. This is actually the nectar of Mulletdom.. Its up there with
air guitar, BMX bikes and speaking in a ultra-loud voice! A must have A very thorough look into what is "The Mullet".your
elegance! a star in your own book The Mullet is the crowning accomplishment of white trash icons everywhere. They
wear their coifs with feigned ignorance and blissful indifference to the profound influence they make. Long live the
fashion trendsetters and indomitable champions of bad taste. Your trucks.. A person with true mulletude adores a
twinkie more than existence.your bumper stickers. I state Twinkies have everything regarding Mullets. I would love to
buy an identical book in the future! Five Stars Absolutely the best white elephant gift at the party. The book looks even
better than I imagined!. Includes color photos, artwork, and history representations. I'll buy this for my Mullet obsessed
close friends who will get yourself a big kick from it.
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